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E155
Sterilization Center
Luxurious style. Quality performance.

Hands-free Operations
Color-coded pneumatic switches to operate hands-free 
waste drawer (green), unsterile upper storage doors 
(red), and hands-free tower doors (blue).

Sterile
Red light storage for soiled instrument cassettes and 
sanitized instrument storage with blue light to indicate 
items have been processed.

Accessibility
Tapmaster™ foot control can be found underneath the 
sink for hands-free operations.

Safe Environment
Pneumatic hands-free waste drawer with sharps easily 
manages waste materials based on safety guidelines. 
The push-out opening mechanism allows the user to open 
and close the drawer without any cross-contamination.



E120
Sterilization Centers
Embodies a customizable form and premium function.

Sterile
Pull-out rotating soft-closing instrument tower 
with blue light.

Prep
Unsterile upper instrument cabinet with glass shelves 
and red light.

Hands-free Operations
Tapmaster™ foot control can be found underneath the 
sink for hands-free operations.

Convenience
Pull-out waste container and full-extension soft close 
tandembox drawer.

Upgrades
Options include task lights, sharps disposal container, 
sink upgrades.
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D96
Sterilization Centers
Incorporates a modular design with customizing components to deliver simplistic function.

Sink Usability
Tapmaster™ kick pedal can be found underneath 
the sink for hands-free operations

Workspace Components
Standard laminate countertop with drop-in stainless 
steel sink and chrome faucet with soap dispenser.

Steri-Tower
Sterilization tower utilizes wrap drawers with slide-out 
shelves to keep tools accessible and within reach.

Clean Atmosphere
Pull-out trash module keeps waste out of sight for a 
cleaner look.

ETL Listed


